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 ABSTRACT 

THESIS:  Pressure Distribution In Ergonomic Car Seats  

STUDENT:  Travis D. Stenger 

DEGREE:  Master of Science 

DATE:  May 2010 

PAGES:  73 

 The purpose of the present study was to assess the pressure distribution responses 

to three hour seating bouts in a standard car seat condition compared to a Comfort 

Motion Technology (CMT) car seat condition.  Twelve males participated in the study.  

Subjects came in for two separate sessions no more than one week apart.  Pressure 

distribution on the backrest and seat pan was assessed in a three hour seating bout.  

Pressure variables associated with increased seating comfort were collected across six 

distinct 28 minute cycles and then averaged across these six cycles.  The pressure 

variables were contact area, peak contact pressure, and force.  The CMT car seat 

condition exhibited greater back contact area (p= .003) and less back peak pressure (p= 

.003) than the standard car seat condition.  In addition, the CMT car seat condition had 

greater seat peak pressure (p< .001) and greater back force (p< .001) than the standard car 

seat condition.  In conclusion, the CMT car seat condition is more comfortable than the 

standard car seat condition. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

  

 

SPSS- Statistics Package for the Social Sciences 

CMT- Comfort motion technology 

SCA- Seat contact area (cm
2
) 

STF- Seat total force (N) 

SPP- Seat peak pressure (g/cm
2
) 

BCA- Back contact area (cm
2
) 

BTF- Back total force (N) 

BPP- Back peak pressure (g/cm
2
) 

BFB- Back force percent body weight (%N) 

SFB- Seat force percent body weight (%N) 

LBP- Low back pain 

CPM- Continuous passive motion 

VAS- Visual analog scales 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 

 

Contact Area:  Part of each pressure mat touching the body. 

Force:  A push on a pressure mat which causes a change in pressure. 

Peak Contact Pressure:  Highest pressure on the pressure mat, which is calculated using 

the force divided by contact area; highest value of all 2x2 sensels on a pressure mat.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Sitting in a car seat is required in work and leisure often for long periods of time 

without moving to a new orientation.  A possible consequence of sitting for long periods 

of time in a static position is discomfort in the form of low back pain (LBP), neck and 

shoulder pain, leg pain, and general fatigue [1].  Sitting for a prolonged period of time in 

a static position are the most common risk factors for LBP [2-4].  Moving to new 

positions may allow the tissues being used to stabilize the spine to not be strained 

because of a wider variety of postures being utilized to counteract fatigue [2].  Fatigue of 
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tissues may cause disorders or injury to the low back.  LBP is the end result of tissue 

injury to the joint [2].   

 Tissues to be injured include the muscles, ligaments, discs, and vertebrae.  

Damage may start in one tissue, which may make an individual change the way they use 

the low back joint when sitting [3].  An example of this is an individual sitting for a long 

enough period of time that their low back muscles do not have the endurance to withstand 

the prolonged forces placed on them.  This may then shift the load of the upper body onto 

the intervertebral discs.  The discs could then herniate or rupture, protrude through the 

small space in the vertebrae, and push on the spinal chord or nerve roots to cause pain [5, 

6].  The inability of the muscles to maintain body posture may also cause a person to sit 

in a more flexed position in the lumbar area, putting increased tension on the ligaments 

on the posterior portion of the spinal column and increased pressure on the anterior 

portion of the discs being compressed by the vertebrae [3]. 

 Risk factors for LBP are strongly associated with sitting for a prolonged period of 

time in a position of increased lumbar flexion.  Added upper body weight as well as 

vibration may amplify the amount of trauma done to the surrounding tissues of the low 

back.  Fatigue of tissues, especially low back musculature, can result in tissue failure 

thereby causing injury which leads to LBP.  For all of the reasons stated, it is suggested 

to provide the body with a variable array of postures in short amounts of time so as to 

decrease the amount of fatigue to any certain tissue, which may help to prevent LBP.   

 A possible effective way to combat the deleterious effects of prolonged sitting 

may be to move the body to new orientations periodically [7, 8].  It has been 

recommended for people sitting for long periods of time to stand up and move every 10 
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minutes [3], or at least every half hour [9].  Research has been conducted on dynamic 

backrests [10], as well as lumbar continuous passive motion (CPM) devices [7] to search 

for a way to reduce discomfort in the form of LBP.  Each device has been shown to 

increase sitting comfort [11].  Comfort Motion Technology (CMT) (Comfort Motion 

Technology, Anderson, IN, USA) has developed a car seat which moves the seat pan, 

backrest, and lumbar support all in CPM cycles.  

CMT has created a new hardware and software package using an algorithm which 

is used to enhance the ergonomic value and function of existing power seat platforms for 

the transportation industry.  The CMT software automates subtle changes in the car seat 

position.  The purpose of the car seat position changes is to reduce pressure and tissue 

fatigue, and improve circulation.  Once activated, CMT software runs continuously in 

repeating CPM cycles until it is manually shut off or the vehicle is shut off.  CMT 

software predetermines car seat positions during CPM cycles in order to cause the 

transfer of weight in the car seat.  This is accomplished using a movement pattern, 

starting at the user’s preferred seat position, referred to as the home position.  The CMT 

car seat shifts in intervals combining the seat pan forward tilt with backrest recline, which 

is called the open position.  The CMT car seat then shifts in intervals combining seat pan 

rear tilt with backrest incline, which is called the closed position.  The seat pan and 

backrest movements are in 1-5 minute intervals with changes in lumbar support as well. 

A study was conducted by Kyung et al. with the purpose of identifying specific 

pressure variables most related to a better sitting experience [12].  In the study conducted 

by Kyung et al., 27 subjects sat for six, 20-minute sessions in different car seats [12].  

Lab based driving sessions were conducted using a custom constructed driving setup.  A 
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driving scene was projected in front of the participant [12].  Subjects filled out subjective 

questionnaires of comfort levels while also collecting pressure data.  Overall ratings were 

based on visual analog scales (VAS), with comfort and discomfort at the extremes.  

Kyung et al. found that increasing the contact area on the buttocks and low back is the 

most effective way to improve overall comfort [12].   

A stepwise linear regression model was developed and validated by Kolich et al. 

relating objective car seat interface pressures to subjective questionnaires to find 

meaningful variables that relate to increased sitting comfort [13].  The study consisted of 

12 subjects sitting on the pressure mats in five different car seats while pressure 

measurements were taken in less than 30 minutes and questionnaires were filled out 

relating to comfort after each sitting session [13].  Kolich used eight predictor variables 

to relate car seat interface pressure to comfort.  It was found by Kolich et al. that car seat 

contact area, back contact area, and back peak pressure did not influence perceptions of 

comfort [13].  In order to have increased comfort when comparing car seats, Kolich et al. 

also state that measures of back total force should be lower than other car seats it is 

compared to, and measures of car seat peak pressure and car seat total force should be 

higher than other car seats it is compared to [13].   

One particular method that has been researched to increase driver comfort is an 

intelligent seat system.  In a study by Ng et al., the installation of a moveable car seat, 

referred to as an intelligent seat system, was assessed in relation to standard car seat [14].  

Subjects performed a comfort assessment after sitting in the standard car seat and then 

after the installation of the intelligent seat system.  Subjects assigned feelings of 
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discomfort to specific regions of the body by filling out two subjective questionnaires 

after each car seating condition.  Pressure mats were placed on the car seat backrest and 

car seat pan to take pressure measurements for 15 seconds on each car seating condition. 

The intelligent seat system consisted of air bladders placed on the car seat pan and 

backrest.  A control switch device operated a reversible pump to inflate/deflate the 

bladders.  The system can recognize the subject’s pressure distribution and then self-

adjust by inflating bladders in various areas of the car seat to provide more support.  

Subjects were significantly more comfortable in the intelligent seat system condition 

[14]. 

In a study by Reinecke et al., a CPM device was created for a car seat that 

consisted of a lumbar support bladder [7].  The bladder was cyclically inflated and 

deflated by a pump and valve system.  The system was controlled by a timer and by 

pressure feedback from the bladder.  Maximum bladder pressures were recorded for two 

separate sessions: with and without the CPM device.  Visual analog scales (VAS) were 

used to compare driver discomfort, stiffness, and fatigue.  Using a simulated automobile 

setting, the study found that the CPM device produced lumbar lordotic motion and 

improved comfort, stiffness, and fatigue for subjects without histories of LBP [7].  

Reinecke et al. also found that every one of the 28 individuals with chronic LBP that 

were recruited to use the device during their normal driving tasks reported increased 

comfort [7].  The study by Reinecke et al. provides support for the hypothesis that 

movement is one of the most effective methods to increase comfort when sitting [7]. 

Unlike other CPM car seats which only move the lumbar support, CMT car seats 
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elicit small changes in the car seat angle as well as the lumbar support.  Reinecke et al. 

found that a CPM lumbar support improved comfort, stiffness, and fatigue for subjects 

with and without histories of LBP [7].  As a result, by moving not only the lumbar 

support but also the car seat pan and backrest, it is plausible that a CMT car seat may be 

more comfortable than a standard car seat.  Previous research has demonstrated that 

pressure variables including force, contact area, and peak pressure of the seat pan and 

backrest have been associated with individual seating comfort [12, 13].  Therefore it is 

important to use these accepted pressure variables to provide an accurate account of 

sitting comfort. 

 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of the present study is to assess the pressure distribution responses to 

three hour seating bouts in a standard car seat condition compared to a CMT car seat 

condition.  Pressure distribution in the back, buttocks, and thighs was assessed for the 

seat pan and backrest at different periods of a three hour seating bout as an indicator of 

comfort. 

 

SIGNIFICANCE 

 Discomfort when sitting in a static position for long periods of time has been a 

factor for overall quality of life for many people.  Observing how the related soft tissues 

distribute pressure using pressures sensing mats on a CMT car seat can lead to a better 

understanding of how to enhance the amount of comfort and to limit hazardous factors 
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associated with long periods of static sitting.  The possibility of added comfort while 

sitting in a car seat is a most sought after achievement in ergonomics and could provide 

data for a new wave of research in the area of sitting comfort. 

 

METHODS 

Subjects 

Twelve apparently healthy males between the ages of 19 and 36 (mean=24.8+/-

5.2) were recruited to participate in the study.  Subjects eligible for being part of the 

study were non-smokers, and weighed between 62.7- 114.5kg (mean= 77.9+/- 15.0).  

Subject heights ranged from 160.0- 192.5cm (mean= 177.3+/- 8.6). 

 

Testing 

 Testing was performed at the Ball State Biomechanics Laboratory.  Subjects came 

in for two separate sessions no more than one week apart.  Subjects were pseudo-

randomly chosen to sit in one of two car seats.  The car seats were from two different 

vehicles: a Cadillac SRX (General Motors, Detroit, MI, USA) and a Cadillac DTS 

(General Motors, Detroit, MI, USA).  Seven subjects sat in the Cadillac SRX car seat and 

five subjects sat in the Cadillac DTS car seat.  Subjects were also pseudo-randomly 

chosen to begin in one of two seating conditions:  performing the standard or the CMT 

condition for the first session.  If the session condition was standard, the seat did not 

move.  If the session condition was CMT, the seat would move.  Subjects sat in the car 

seat assigned to them and the pressure mats were adjusted on the seat pan and backrest so 
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that there were minimal wrinkles in the mats.  Subject’s user preferences were recorded 

in the car seat fore/aft position as well as feet placement to set the car seat up the same 

way for consistency in the second session when they sat in the same car seat.   

Subjects began each testing session with 20 minutes of semi-recumbent rest.  A 

blood sample was obtained from a vein in the subject’s arm for a parallel research study.  

Subjects sat in a CMT model car seat for three hours.  Car seats for testing were provided 

by CMT (Comfort Motion Technology, Anderson, IN, USA).  CMT car seats 

automatically produce changes in the backrest, seat pan, and lumbar support positions.  

Car seat interface pressure was measured by a Tekscan Comformat (Tekscan, Inc., South 

Boston, MA, USA) system.  Data were recorded at a rate of two frames/sec.  Tekscan 

(Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) pressure analysis software was started at the 

same time as the CMT car seat if the session was CMT condition. 

Subjects viewed a simulated driving video for the three hour duration.  Shapes 

were overlaid on top of the driving video and subjects were required to record these 

shapes on a check-sheet to make sure they were attending to the driving video.  Failure to 

mark a required 80% of the shapes would have resulted in the subject being released from 

the study; however, all subjects met the requirement.  Appendix C reveals the shape 

check sheet. 

 

Data analysis 

 Variables were collected across six distinct 28 minute cycles and then averaged 

across these six cycles.  The dependent variables that were acquired from the data are 

contact area, peak contact pressure, and force.  The word "contact" means only those 
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sensels that have some (greater than zero) pressure applied to them.  The word "peak" 

means the small area (default size is 2x2 sensels) on the pressure mats that contain the 

highest values of the selected property.  Each of the variables listed and described below 

were acquired from both the seat pan and backrest by separate mats: 

Contact Area:  Part of each pressure mat touching the body. 

Force:  A push on a pressure mat which causes a change in pressure. 

Peak Contact Pressure:  Highest pressure on the pressure mat, which is calculated using 

the force divided by contact area; highest value of all 2x2 sensels on a pressure mat. 

 The dependent variables were exported from the Tekscan Comformat (Tekscan, 

Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) software for both the seat pan and backrest from each test 

session to be compared.  The seat variables from the standard condition were compared 

to the seat pan variables of the CMT condition.  The backrest variables from the standard 

condition were compared to the backrest variables of the CMT condition.   

 

Statistical Analysis 

The entire three hour data set for both conditions was entered into a custom 

written MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) script.  The script split the data set 

into six cycles of 28 minutes of data.  The script did not include the final 12 minutes of 

the three hour data set because an entire cycle is 28 minutes.  Data for each of the six 

cycles were averaged because there were no statistical differences across time in each 

separate condition.  Data was broken down into the 18 different phases of motion that 
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occurs over 28-minute cycles.  The phases of motion are displayed in Appendix B.  Data 

were averaged across the three hour period and compared between conditions. 

A mixed model analysis was used to determine if there were significant 

differences between conditions or phases or an interaction effect of condition and phase 

with a significance set at (α= 0.05).  The dependent variables were back force percent 

body weight (BFB), back contact area (BCA), back peak pressure (BPP), seat force 

percent body weight (SFB), seat contact area (SCA), and seat peak pressure (SPP).  The 

independent variables were condition (standard vs. CMT), and phase (18 movement 

cycles).  All statistical analyses were performed using a statistical software program 

(SPSS 16.0 for Windows, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 

 

LIMITATIONS 

 The laboratory driving simulation did not precisely replicate the experience of 

driving.  The lack of vibration, noise and other potential influences may have influenced 

the results of the present study in relation to the true driving experience. 

 

DELIMITATIONS 

 Subjects in this study were apparently healthy males, between the ages of 19 and 

36 years.  Subjects were non-smokers, free of any known cardiovascular or metabolic 

disease, and weighed over 110 pounds because of a possible vasovagal response when 
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having blood drawn.  Subjects were instructed to watch a three hour simulated driving 

video each session and act as though they were the driver. 

 

 

SUMMARY 

 Drivers often complain of sitting comfort decreasing as more time passes while 

sitting.  The loss of comfort from drivers comes in the form of LBP, neck and shoulder 

pain, leg pain, and general fatigue.  A review of the literature reveals that it is important 

to understand what is happening at the interface between the car seat and the individual. 

A link can be made between objective sitting comfort and subjective responses by 

assessing certain pressure variables.  One of the most plausible ways to decrease sitting 

discomfort is for the body to move to different orientations to facilitate variability of joint 

angles, muscular contractions, and soft tissue compression.   In the present study, the 

effectiveness of a CMT car seat in relation to increased comfort was researched.  There 

have been no studies that have assessed the differences in pressure distribution if 

individuals who sat for a prolonged period of time while the car seat cushion, backrest, 

and lumbar support all moved in continuous passive motion cycles.  



   

 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Sitting in a car seat is required for work and leisure often for long periods of time 

without moving to a new position.  Consequences of sitting for long periods of time in a 

static position are discomfort in the form of low back pain (LBP), neck and shoulder 

pain, leg pain, and general fatigue [1].  Using a moveable car seat as an intervention 

could increase the comfort and quality of life for all people who sit frequently for 

prolonged periods.  

 This literature review will first provide an overview of the risk factors and 

research on sitting discomfort.  Second, assessment techniques for common sitting 
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problems are introduced.  Finally, the interventions for increased sitting comfort are 

presented. 

 

INCIDENCE OF SITTING DISCOMFORT 

 The most common risk factors for low back pain (LBP) in reference to sitting are 

sitting for a prolonged period of time in a static position [2-4].  It is recommended by 

McGill to move to a new position every 10 minutes or less [3].  Moving to new positions 

may allow the tissues being used to stabilize the spine to not be strained because of a 

wider variety of postures being utilized to counteract fatigue [2].  Fatigue of tissues may 

cause disorders or injury to the low back.  LBP is the end result of tissue injury to the 

joint [2].   

 Tissues to be injured include the muscles, ligaments, discs, and vertebrae.  

Damage may start in one tissue, which may make an individual change the way they use 

the low back joint when sitting [4].  An example of this is an individual sitting for a long 

enough period of time that their low back muscles do not have the endurance to withstand 

the prolonged forces placed on them.  This may then shift the load of the upper body onto 

the intervertebral discs.  The discs could then herniate or rupture, protrude through the 

small space in the vertebrae, and push on the spinal chord or nerve roots to cause pain [5, 

6].  The inability of the muscles to maintain body posture may also cause a person to sit 

in a more flexed position in the lumbar area, putting increased tension on the ligaments 

on the posterior portion of the spinal column and increased pressure on the anterior 

portion of the discs being compressed by the vertebrae [3]. 
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 The more load or upper body weight applied to the spine, the greater the chance 

of having LBP.  Overuse of the supporting musculature of the spine can eventually result 

in muscle fatigue and failure.  Muscle failure leads to the facet joints of the spine 

compressing on the intervertebral discs which may lead to disc herniation, or at least high 

intra-discal pressures [2, 5].  The discs are not innervated which means they have no pain 

sensors, although the surrounding ligaments and cartilage of the facet joints do have pain 

sensing nerves [15].  If a herniated disc pinches one of these tissues, pain or numbness 

may occur [5, 16]. 

 Vibration when sitting in a car seat is also a large risk factor for LBP [3].  

Vibrations over time may add to the overall problem of muscle fatigue because of 

increased accumulated tissue damage, making is harder for the muscles to provide spinal 

stability and support the weight of the upper body [3].  This in turn leads back to a 

change in the function of the joint and the spiral effect of accumulated trauma to other 

tissues. 

 Another well known risk factor for LBP is age [3, 5].  Throughout the course of 

life, an individual may sit every day for a prolonged period of time.  The possibility of 

having low back injury or deterioration of low back tissues gradually increases with time.  

Osteoarthritis and disc degeneration are the most common types of disorders in aging 

individuals [5].  Low back disorders may affect the joint because of an inability to 

counteract the forces of the upper body weight.  Also gradual muscle strength and 

endurance losses are common with aging, which may in turn make older adults more 

susceptible to injury and lead to pain [5]. 
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 Pope et al. state that although injuries and some known pathologies may cause 

LBP, 60% of LBP is idiopathic, or of unknown origin [17].  Without the possibility of 

identifying the exact mechanism of the LBP, it makes it difficult to tease out specific risk 

factors for certain individuals [16].   

 Risk factors for LBP are strongly associated with sitting for a prolonged period of 

time in a position of increased lumbar flexion.  Added upper body weight as well as 

vibration may amplify the amount of trauma done to the surrounding tissues of the low 

back.  Fatigue of tissues, especially low back musculature, can result in tissue failure 

thereby causing injury which leads to LBP.  For all of the reasons stated, it is suggested 

to provide the body with a variable array of postures in short amounts of time so as to 

decrease the amount of fatigue to any certain tissue, which may help to prevent LBP. 

 Feelings of discomfort are mainly associated with pain, tiredness, soreness, and 

numbness.  Discomfort is described as a mild pain.  Pain is an extreme form of 

discomfort.  Pain and discomfort have sometimes been used synonymously in past 

literature [8].  The presence of LBP, in particular, has been considered as an indicator of 

discomfort.  Vergara et al. researched the influence of localized LBP on comfort when 

sitting in a car seat and state that LBP is the most influential factor in relation to sitting 

discomfort [8]. 

 Postural stress in one of the main factors associated with LBP [8, 18-21].  Postural 

stress is the result of postures becoming static due to muscle contracture and soft tissue 

accommodation if over a period of time the posture is not changed [22].  Once a posture 

becomes static, the seating position can only accommodate the posture rather than alter it.  

A static posture can lead to the susceptibility of LBP [8, 18-21].  Static postures can 
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provoke increased pain.  Small and quick movements can alleviate pain.  Small 

movements centered on a chosen posture help to reduce muscular strain on the back [8].  

Large changes in postures are a good indicator that a person is feeling discomfort [8].  If 

the average time interval between two consecutive changes in posture is less than five 

minutes, the probability of having sitting discomfort is high [8]. 

 Sitting discomfort as a result of prolonged sitting often occurs from overuse of the 

low back joints and muscles [23].  During sitting, the spine is usually much less lordotic 

than in standing, which compresses the facet joints.  This causes a reduction in the size of 

the intervertebral foramina, caused by their bony components and the posterior bulge of 

the degenerated disk may together elicit pain [24].  Radiating low buttock and leg pain 

also arise from lumbar nerve roots which are irritated from sitting for too long of a time 

[18].  A basic ergonomic principle is that static muscular effort should be reduced to a 

minimum [25].  The maintenance of balance requires static muscular effort to offset the 

effect of the force of gravity on the spine [19].   The negative effect on comfort is due to 

the muscular effort needed to maintain lumbar lordosis.  Discomfort is strongly 

associated with muscular strain [8].  Prolonged sitting in a static posture is generally 

accepted as a substantial risk factor for the development of discomfort in the form of LBP 

[26].  Small movements centered on a chosen posture help to reduce muscular strain, 

which can decrease the incidence of discomfort and LBP [8].   
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ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES OF SITTING COMFORT 

 Computerized pressure mapping systems provides a means of both qualitatively 

and quantitatively measuring sitting pressures [27].  Pressure mapping is a useful tool for 

comparing the effectiveness of seat cushions and to understand what is occurring at the 

car seat-interface area.  Pressure mapping shows the applied force divided by the total 

contact area.  Pressure mapping technology measures voltage changes and relates it to the 

force to derive the pressure.  Data output from pressure mapping systems can be 

presented in three forms: numerical data, a three-dimensional grid, and a color-coded 

pressure map [28].   

Pressure mats can be placed underneath the buttocks and on the backrest of a car 

seat.  There is a grid-work of many loading cells on each pressure mat that each 

calculates their own pressure being applied.  The loading cells are characterized by 

electrical resistance inversely proportional, in the form of volts, to the pressure applied 

normally to the cell’s surface.  By scanning the grid and measuring the electrical 

resistance at each cell, the pressure distribution on the mat’s surface can be determined.     

Calibration is necessary to minimize the effect of pressure mat characteristics that 

can influence the accuracy of the obtained measurements such as uniformity, non-

linearity, drift, and temperature sensitivity.  A proper calibration can only be taken under 

conditions that simulate the test environment.  This means that if data is to be collected in 

a car seat, then the calibration must be performed in the car seat and nowhere else. 

Following calibration, it is required that before data is collected that the subject 

sits for up to at least eight minutes so that the pressure mats may become accustomed to 
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the new environment created by the individual sitting on them.  The reasoning for this is 

to reduce the amount of error associated with creep, which is defined as the tendency of a 

pressure measurement to slowly move or deform permanently under the influence of 

stresses [26].     

Pressure mapping uses mats that individuals sit on to see what areas of the body 

are absorbing the most pressure.  This is very important to know when dealing with 

individuals who sit for prolonged periods of time.  If it is known where certain hot spots 

of pressure are being applied, then interventions can be introduced in order to prevent 

injuries.  The implementation of advanced sensing and evaluation techniques has made it 

possible to understand the relationship between sitting comfort and objective 

measurements of the seat/subject interface [29]. 

In the automotive industry, quantification of car seat pressure variables for 

improving rider comfort is one of the primary goals for car seat system design.  Force, 

contact area, and peak pressure of the car seat and backrest have been associated with 

individual seating comfort.  Using pressure variables has been found to be useful for 

assessing short duration discomfort [12].  A study was conducted by Kyung et al. with 

the purpose of identifying specific pressure variables most related to increased comfort 

[12].  In the study conducted by Kyung et al., 27 subjects sat for six, 20-minute sessions 

in different car seats [12].  Lab based driving sessions were conducted using a custom 

constructed driving setup.  A driving scene was projected in front of the participant [12].  

Subjects filled out subjective questionnaires of comfort levels while also collecting 

pressure data.  Overall ratings were based on visual analog scales (VAS), with comfort 

and discomfort at the extremes.  Kyung et al. found that increasing the contact area on the 
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buttocks and low back is the most effective way to improve overall comfort [12].   

A model of sitting comfort in relation to pressure variables in a static car seat has 

been established.  A stepwise linear regression model was developed and validated by 

Kolich et al. relating objective car seat interface pressures to subjective questionnaires to 

find meaningful variables that relate to increased seat comfort [13].  The study consisted 

of 12 subjects sitting on the pressure mats in five different car seats while pressure 

measurements were taken in less than 30 minutes and questionnaires were filled out 

relating to comfort after each sitting session [13].  Kolich used eight predictor variables 

to relate car seat interface pressure to comfort [13].  It was found by Kolich et al. that car 

seat contact area, back contact area, and back peak pressure did not influence perceptions 

of comfort [13].  In order to have increased comfort when comparing car seats, Kolich et 

al. also state that measures of back total force should be lower than other car seats it is 

compared to, and measures of car seat peak pressure and seat total force should be higher 

than other car seats it is compared to [13]. 

   

INTERVENTIONS FOR INCREASED SITTING COMFORT 

 One type of intervention considered for sitting comfort is the amount of 

cushioning.  Numerous cushions have been created to reduce or redistribute the sitting 

pressure on the ischial tuberosities [30].  The range of cushions created have included 

constant low-pressure supports such as foam, gel, fiber-filled, and dry flotation cushions 

as well as having the ability for alternating pressure-relief systems.  Alternating pressure 

relief systems have air inflated cells which inflate and deflate at regular intervals, making 
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all areas in contact with the body to be completely relieved of pressure for part of a cycle 

[31].  This has been demonstrated to be an effective way of increasing comfort but the 

body is still in a fixed position for a prolonged period of time.  The cushion may not help 

to alleviate muscular fatigue in the low back in particular. 

 Patients with LBP frequently report intolerance to sitting.  Their severity of 

discomfort is inversely related to their ability to change seating position [32].  One of the 

most generally accepted methods of preventing pressure related discomfort is to reduce 

the duration of pressure on a particular site by regular repositioning of the sitter.  An 

alternate method is by increasing the distribution through which the pressure is applied 

for a given time [33].  Increased discomfort from prolonged sitting has been attributed to 

a maintained fixed posture, causing increased muscle fatigue [34], decreased 

intervertebral disc nutrition [35], reduced blood flow in muscles [36], and increased risk 

of disc herniation [37].     

 It has been recommended by James et al. that people sitting for long periods of 

time should stand up and walk every half hour [9].  A possible way to combat the 

deleterious effects of prolonged sitting is to move the body frequently to new 

orientations.  Previous methods of providing motion while sitting include the rocking 

chair and lumbar support devices that move with equal excursions regardless of the user’s 

spinal position or car seat position [7].  Equal excursions refer to the net horizontal 

distance over which the back is moved.  Both the rocking chair and equal excursion 

devices are not feasible methods of increased comfort during task-oriented seating.  The 

use of dynamic backrests and seat pans [10] and continuous passive motion (CPM) 

devices [7] have been studied to search for any positive effects on the reduction of LBP.  
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Each device has been shown to increase sitting comfort and is said to improve disc 

nutrition as demonstrated through increased spine height after prolonged sitting [10].  

The scientific justification proposed for the use of all CPM devices in sitting is that spinal 

motion reduces static loading of spinal tissues, and decreases sustained back muscle 

activation to prevent fatigue [38].  CPM has been used to treat peripheral joint lesions and 

has been shown to increase joint stability and ligament and tendon function [39].  

  An inflatable cushion and backrest can increase comfort.  In a study by Ng et al., 

the effects of an intelligent seat system were assessed in relation to an standard car seat 

called the “baseline” seat [14].  The intelligent seat system consisted of air bladders 

placed in strategic areas of the seat pan and backrest.  A control switch device operated a 

reversible pump to inflate/deflate the bladders.  The intelligent seat system can recognize 

the subject’s pressure distribution and then self-adjust by inflating bladders in various 

areas of the car seat to provide more support.  Seventeen subjects performed a comfort 

assessment with the standard car seat and then after the installation of the intelligent seat 

system.  Subjects assigned feelings of discomfort to specific regions of the body by 

filling out two subjective questionnaires.  Pressure mats were placed on the backrest and 

seat pan to take pressure measurements for 15 seconds on each seating condition.  

Subjects were found to be significantly more comfortable after the intelligent seat system 

was installed [14].  Ng et al. should have taken pressure measurements for a longer 

period of time to get a more accurate representation of pressure distribution changes [14].  

The order of seating conditions should have been randomized.   

Using CPM for the lumbar spine has been demonstrated to increase sitting 

comfort.  In a study by Reinecke et al., a CPM device was created for a car seat that 
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included a lumbar support bladder, which was cyclically inflated and deflated by a pump 

and valve system [7].  The system was controlled by a timer and by pressure feedback 

from the bladder.  Maximum bladder pressures were recorded for two separate sessions: 

with and without the CPM device.  Comparing VAS scores, Reinecke et al. found that the 

CPM device produced lumbar lordotic motion and improved comfort, stiffness, and 

fatigue for subjects with and without histories of LBP [7].  Comfort, stiffness, and fatigue 

were assessed by 10 cm VAS scores with and without CPM and compared using t-tests.  

It also found that every one of the 28 individuals with chronic LBP that were recruited to 

use the device during their normal driving tasks reported increased comfort [7].   

SUMMARY 

 The research on sitting and discomfort is vast.  A review of the literature reveals 

that it is important to understand what is happening at the interface between the car seat 

and the individual and that by assessing certain pressure variables a link can be made 

between objective sitting comfort and subjective responses.  Studies show that prolonged 

driving time while sitting in a static position increases the risk for sitting discomfort.  

Most interventions are introduced after an individual has been familiar with sitting 

discomfort, whereas it is more important to halt the onset of discomfort before it begins.  

A plausible way to increase sitting comfort is for the body to move to different 

orientations to facilitate variability of joint angles, muscular contractions, and soft tissue 

compression.  It is suggested by Reinecke et al. that a combination of lumbar support and 

spinal motion might be an effective method to combat LBP while people are sitting [7].  
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The influence of CPM on the seat pan, backrest, and lumbar support is an unexplored 

topic that should be researched more thoroughly.   
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 CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODS 

 

 

 Changing the seat angle in 1-5 minute intervals while sitting in a car seat could 

help counteract the deleterious effects of static sitting which may cause discomfort in the 

form of low back pain (LBP), neck and shoulder pain, and general discomfort.  

Comparing a Comfort Motion Technology (CMT) car seat to a standard car seat could aid 

in understanding if small movements in car seat angle and lumbar support of a car seat 

could provide added comfort and more tolerance to sitting for a prolonged period of time.  

Currently, there have been methods for using continuous passive motion (CPM) to move 

the body but it has been only for the lumbar area.  The CMT car seat moves the lumbar 

area, as well as opens and closes the car seat angle.  All procedures herein were approved 

by Ball State University’s Institutional Review Board. 
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Subjects 

Twelve apparently healthy males between the ages of 19 and 36 (mean= 24.8+/-

5.2) participated in the study.  Subjects were non-smokers, and weighed between 62.7- 

114.5kg (mean= 77.9+/- 15.0).  Subjects did not use any medications that could affect the 

blood parameters, and were free of any known cardiovascular or metabolic disease. 

 

Pre-testing preparation 

Car seat interface pressure was measured by a Tekscan Comformat (Tekscan, 

Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) system.  One pressure mat was placed on the seat pan and 

one pressure mat was placed on the backrest for each seat.  A total of two pressure mats 

for each seat were calibrated before each testing session with a 5-point calibration at: 50, 

75, 100, 125, and 150 mmHg.  The purpose of the calibration was to apply a uniform 

pressure across the mat because certain sensels within the mat become less responsive 

than others and so if a sensel did not register correct pressure, Tekscan (Tekscan, Inc., 

South Boston, MA, USA) software compensated for it with a scaling factor. 

 Upon signing the written informed consent that was approved by the University’s 

Institutional Review Board for human subject participation in research, an inclusion 

criteria sheet was signed to document that subjects had followed instructions as provided 

to them the previous day in an email sent to them.  The inclusion criteria sheet is located 

in Appendix D.  The height and weight of each subject was measured on a scale prior to 

testing.  Subjects were pseudo-randomly chosen to sit in one of two car seats, which 

means that as subjects became part of the study they were assigned the next open car seat.  

The car seats were from two different vehicles: a Cadillac SRX (General Motors, Detroit, 
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MI, USA) and a Cadillac DTS (General Motors, Detroit, MI, USA).  Seven subjects sat in 

the Cadillac SRX car seat and five subjects sat in the Cadillac DTS car seat.  Both car 

seats had the ability to move automatically which is referred to as the CMT condition.  

Subjects sat in the same seat for the second testing day.  Subjects were also pseudo-

randomly chosen to begin in one of two seating conditions:   performing the standard or 

CMT condition for the first session, which means that as subjects became part of the 

study they were assigned the next open seating condition.  If the session condition was 

standard, the seat did not move.  If the session condition was CMT, the seat would move.   

 

Testing Session 

Testing was performed at the Ball State Biomechanics Laboratory.  Subjects came 

in for two separate sessions no more than one week apart.  Subjects sat in the car seat 

assigned to them and the pressure mats were adjusted on the seat pan and backrest so that 

there were minimal wrinkles in the mats.  Subject’s user preferences were recorded in the 

car seat fore/aft position as well as feet placement to set the car seat up the same way for 

consistency in the second session when they sat in the same car seat.   

Subjects began each testing session with 20 minutes of semi-recumbent rest while 

sitting in their assigned car seat.  A blood sample was obtained from a vein in the 

subject’s arm for a parallel research study.  Subjects sat in a car seat for three hours.  Car 

seats for testing were provided by Comfort Motion Technology (Comfort Motion 

Technology, Anderson, IN, USA).  CMT car seats automatically produce changes in the 

angles of the backrest, seat pan, and lumbar support positions.  The precise changes can 

be viewed in Appendix B.  Data were recorded at a rate of two frames/sec.  Tekscan 
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(Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) pressure analysis software was started at the 

same time as the CMT car seat if the session was CMT condition in order to synchronize 

data collection.   

Subjects viewed a simulated driving video for the three hour duration.  Shapes 

were overlaid on top of the driving video and subjects were required to record these 

shapes on a check-sheet to make sure they were attending to the driving video.  Failure to 

mark a required 80% of the shapes would have resulted in the subject being released from 

the study; however, all subjects met the requirement.  Appendix C reveals the shape 

check sheet. 

 

Data analysis 

 The Conformat (Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) sensors are made up of 

1,024 individual pressure-sensing locations, which are referred to as "sensing elements", 

or "sensels".  The sensels are arranged in rows and columns on the sensor.  The digital 

output of each sensel is divided into 256 increments, and displayed as a value (raw sum) 

in the range of 0 to 255 by the software.  The size of the sensor is 530 mm x 617 mm 

(20.9 in. x 24.3 in.).   
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Figure 1 

Tekscan Pressure Sensor and measurements (picture provided by Tekscan, Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) 

 

 The sensor is housed within a thin flexible cover made from Dartex, and the 

sensor tab is exposed.  The top row of the pressure data files on the seat pan mat and the 

bottom row of the backrest mat were removed from the data because those two parts of 

the pressure mats were normally pressurized from being in the crease of the car seat. 

 Variables were collected across six distinct 28 minute cycles and then averaged 

across these six cycles.  The dependent variables that were acquired from the data are 

contact area, peak contact pressure, and force.  The word "contact" means only those 

sensels that have some (greater than zero) pressure applied to them.  The word "peak" 
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means the small area (default size is 2x2 sensels) on the pressure mats that contain the 

highest values of the selected property.  Each of the variables listed and described below 

were acquired from both the seat pan and backrest by separate mats: 

Contact Area:  Part of each pressure mat touching the body. 

Force:  A push on a pressure mat which causes a change in pressure. 

Peak Contact Pressure:  Highest pressure on the pressure mat, which is calculated using 

the force divided by contact area; highest value of all 2x2 sensels on a pressure mat. 

The dependent variables were exported from the Tekscan (Tekscan, Inc., South 

Boston, MA, USA) software for both the seat pan and backrest from each test session to 

be compared.  The car seat pan variables from the standard condition were compared to 

the seat pan variables of the CMT condition.  The backrest variables from the standard 

condition were compared to the backrest variables of the CMT condition.   

 

Statistical Analysis 

The entire three hour data set for both conditions was entered into a custom 

written MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) script.  The script split the data set 

into six cycles of 28 minutes of data.  The script did not include the final 12 minutes of 

the three hour data set because an entire cycle is 28 minutes.  Data for each of the six 

cycles were averaged because there were no statistical differences across time in each 

separate condition.  Data were broken down into the 18 different phases of motion that 
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occurs over 28-minute cycles.  The phases of motion are displayed in Appendix B.  Data 

were averaged across the three hour period and compared between conditions. 

A mixed model analysis was used to determine if there were significant 

differences between conditions or phases or an interaction effect of condition and phase 

with significance set at (α< 0.05).  The dependent variables were back force percent body 

weight (BFB), back contact area (BCA), back peak pressure (BPP), seat force percent 

body weight (SFB), seat contact area (SCA), and seat peak pressure (SPP).  The 

independent variables were condition (standard vs. CMT), and phase (18 movement 

cycles).  All statistical analyses were performed using a statistical software program 

(SPSS 16.0 for Windows, SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

RESEARCH PAPER 

 

 

 

The following paper was written with the expectation that it would be submitted to 

Ergonomics for review following completion of this thesis process. 
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to assess the pressure distribution responses to 

three hour seating bouts in a standard car seat condition compared to a Comfort Motion 

Technology™ (CMT) car seat condition.  Twelve males participated in the study.  Pressure 

distribution on the backrest and seat pan was assessed in a three hour seating bout.  Pressure 

variables associated with increased seating comfort were collected.  The pressure variables were 

contact area, peak contact pressure, and force.  The CMT™ car seat condition exhibited greater 

back contact area (p= .003) and less back peak pressure (p=.003) than the standard car seat 

condition.  In addition, the CMT™ car seat condition had greater seat peak pressure (p< .001) 

than the standard car seat condition, and back force was significantly higher (p< .001).  In 

conclusion, the CMT™ car seat condition is more comfortable than the standard car seat 

condition.  

 

Keywords:  Pressure, Comfort, Car Seat, Sitting, Ergonomics 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Sitting in a car seat is required in work and leisure often for long periods of time without 

moving to a new position.  A possible consequence of sitting for long periods of time in a static 

position is discomfort in the form of low back pain (LBP), neck and shoulder pain, leg pain, and 

general fatigue [1].  Sitting for a prolonged period of time in a static position are the most 

common risk factors for LBP [2-4].  Moving to new positions may allow the tissues being used 

to stabilize the spine to not be strained because of a wider variety of postures being utilized to 

counteract fatigue [2].  Fatigue of tissues may cause disorders or injury to the low back.  LBP is 

the end result of tissue injury to the joint [2].   

 Tissues to be injured include the muscles, ligaments, discs, and vertebrae.  Damage may 

start in one tissue, which may make an individual change the way they use the low back joint 

when sitting [4].  An example of this is an individual sitting for a long enough period of time that 

their low back muscles do not have the endurance to withstand the prolonged forces placed on 

them.  This may then shift the load of the upper body onto the intervertebral discs.  The discs 

could then herniate or rupture, protrude through the small space in the vertebrae, and push on the 

spinal chord or nerve roots to cause pain [5, 6].  The inability of the muscles to maintain body 

posture may also cause a person to sit in a more flexed position in the lumbar area, putting 

increased tension on the ligaments on the posterior portion of the spinal column and increased 

pressure on the anterior portion of the discs being compressed by the vertebrae [3].  

Risk factors for low back pain are strongly associated with sitting for a prolonged period 

of time in a position of increased lumbar flexion.  Added upper body weight as well as vibration 

may amplify the amount of trauma done to the surrounding tissues of the low back.  Fatigue of 
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tissues, especially low back musculature, can result in tissue failure thereby causing injury which 

may lead to LBP.  For all of the reasons stated, it is suggested to provide the body with a variable 

array of postures in short amounts of time so as to decrease the amount of fatigue to any certain 

tissue, which may help to prevent LBP.   

A possible effective way to combat the deleterious effects of prolonged sitting is to move 

the body to new orientations periodically [1, 7, 8].  It has been recommended for people sitting 

for long periods of time to stand up and move every 10 minutes [3], or at least every half hour 

[9].  Research has been conducted on dynamic backrests and seat pans [10], as well as 

continuous passive motion (CPM) devices [7] to search for a way to reduce discomfort in the 

form of LBP.  Each device has been shown to increase sitting comfort [11].  Comfort Motion 

Technology™ (CMT) has developed a car seat which moves the seat pan, backrest, and lumbar 

support all in CPM cycles, whereas other studies have only researched lumbar support 

movement. 

The CMT™ software automates subtle changes in the car seat position.  CMT™ states 

the purpose of the car seat position changes is to reduce pressure, tissue fatigue, and improve 

circulation.  Once activated, CMT™ software runs continuously in repeating CPM cycles until 

manually shut off or the vehicle is shut off.  CMT™ software predetermines car seat positions 

during CPM cycles in order to cause the transfer of weight in the car seat.  This is accomplished 

using a movement pattern, starting at the user’s preferred car seat position, referred to as the 

home position.  The CMT™ car seat shifts in intervals combining the seat pan forward tilt with 

seat backrest recline, which is called the open position.  The CMT™ car seat then shifts in 

intervals combining seat pan rear tilt with backrest incline, which is called the closed position.  
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The seat pan and backrest movements are in 1-5 minute intervals with changes in lumbar support 

as well. 

A study was conducted by Kyung et al. with the purpose of identifying specific pressure 

variables most related to a better sitting experience [12].  In the study conducted by Kyung et al., 

27 subjects sat for six, 20-minute sessions in different car seats.  Lab based driving sessions were 

conducted using a custom constructed driving setup.  A driving scene was projected in front of 

the participant [12].  Subjects filled out subjective questionnaires of comfort levels while also 

collecting pressure data.  Overall ratings were based on visual analog scales (VAS), with comfort 

and discomfort at the extremes.  Kyung et al. found that increasing the contact area on the 

buttocks and low back is the most effective way to improve overall comfort [12].   

Kolich et al. developed and validated a stepwise multiple linear regression model relating 

objective car seat interface pressures to subjective questionnaires to find meaningful variables 

that relate to increased sitting comfort [13].  The study consisted of 12 subjects sitting on the 

pressure mats in five different car seats while pressure measurements were taken in less than 30 

minutes and questionnaires were filled out relating to comfort after each sitting session [13].  

Kolich used eight predictor variables to relate to seat interface pressure.  Kolich et al. found that 

seat contact area, back contact area, and back peak pressure did not influence perceptions of 

comfort.  Kolich et al. also state that measures of back total force should be lower than other car 

seats it is compared to, and measures of seat peak pressure and seat total force should be higher 

than other car seats it is compared to [13].     

 In a study by Reinecke et al., a CPM device was created for a car seat that consisted of a 

lumbar support bladder [7].  Maximum bladder pressures were recorded for two separate 

sessions: with and without the CPM device.  Visual analog scales (VAS) were used to compare 
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driver discomfort, stiffness, and fatigue.  The CPM device produced lumbar lordotic motion and 

improved comfort, stiffness, and fatigue for subjects with and without histories of LBP [7].  

Reinecke et al. also found that every one of the 28 individuals with chronic LBP that were 

recruited to use the device during their normal driving tasks reported increased comfort [7].  The 

study by Reinecke et al. supports the possibility that movement is a helpful way to decrease 

sitting discomfort [7].  CMT™ car seats elicit small changes in the car seat angle as well as the 

lumbar support.  As a result, by moving not only the lumbar support but also the seat pan and 

backrest, it is plausible that a CMT™ car seat would be more comfortable than a standard car 

seat.  Research has demonstrated that pressure variables including force, contact area, and peak 

pressure of the seat pan and backrest have been associated with individual seating comfort [12, 

13].  Therefore it is important to use these accepted pressure variables to provide an accurate 

account of sitting comfort.   

Discomfort when sitting in a static position for long periods of time has been a limiting 

factor for overall quality of life for many people.  Observing how the related soft tissues 

distribute pressure on a CMT™ car seat can lead to a better understanding of how to enhance the 

amount of comfort and to limit hazardous factors associated with long periods of static sitting.  

The purpose of the present study was to assess the pressure distribution responses to three hour 

seating bouts in a standard car seat compared to a CMT™ car seat.  Pressure distribution in the 

back, buttocks, and thighs was assessed at different periods of a three hour seating bout as an 

indicator of comfort.   
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2. Methods 

 2.1 Subjects 

Twelve apparently healthy males between the ages of 19 and 36 (mean= 24.8+/- 5.2) 

were recruited to participate in the study.  Subjects were non-smokers, and had a mass between 

62.7- 114.5kg (mean= 77.9+/- 15.0).  Subject heights ranged from 160.0- 192.5cm (mean= 

177.3+/- 8.6).  Subjects did not use any medications and were free of any known cardiovascular 

or metabolic disease.  

 2.2 Pre-testing preparation 

Car seat interface variables were measured by a Tekscan Comformat™ system.  One 

pressure mat was placed on the seat pan and one pressure mat was placed on the backrest for 

each seat.  A total of two pressure mats for each seat were calibrated with a five-point calibration 

at: 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 mmHg.  The purpose of the calibration was to apply a uniform 

pressure across the mat because certain sensels within the mat become less responsive than 

others and so if a sensel does not register correct pressure, Tekscan Comformat™ software 

compensated for it with a scaling factor.  

 Upon signing the written informed consent that was approved by the University’s 

Institutional Review Board for human subject participation in research, an inclusion criteria sheet 

was signed to document that subjects had followed instructions as provided to them the previous 

day in an email sent to them.  The height and weight of each subject was measured on a scale 

prior to testing.  Subjects were pseudo-randomly chosen to sit in one of two car seats, which 

means that as subjects became part of the study they were assigned the next open car seat.  The 

car seats were from two different vehicles: a Cadillac SRX™ and a Cadillac DTS™.  Both car 

seats had the ability to move automatically which is referred to as the CMT™ condition.  Seven 
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subjects sat in the Cadillac SRX™ car seat and five subjects sat in the Cadillac DTS™ car seat.  

Subjects sat in the same seat for the second testing day.  Subjects were also pseudo-randomly 

chosen to begin in one of two seating conditions:   performing the standard or CMT™ condition 

for the first session, which means that as subjects became part of the study they were assigned 

the next available seating condition.  If the session condition was standard, the seat did not move.  

If the session condition was CMT™, the seat would move. 

 2.3 Testing Session 

Testing was performed at the Ball State Biomechanics Laboratory.  Subjects came in for 

two separate sessions no more than one week apart.  Subjects sat in the car seat assigned to them 

and the pressure mats were adjusted on the seat pan and backrest so that there were minimal 

wrinkles in the mats.  Subject’s user preferences were recorded in the car seat fore/aft position as 

well as feet placement to set the car seat up the same way for consistency in the second session 

when the sat in the same car seat.   

Subjects began each testing session with 20 minutes of semi-recumbent rest while sitting 

in their assigned car seat.  It is required that before data is collected that the subject sits for up to 

at least eight minutes so that the pressure mats may become accustomed to the new environment 

created by the individual sitting on them.  The reasoning for this is to reduce the amount of error 

associated with creep, which is defined as the tendency of a pressure measurement to slowly 

move or deform permanently under the influence of stresses [15].     

A blood sample was obtained from a vein in the subject’s arm for a parallel research 

study.  Subjects sat in a CMT™ car seat for three hours.  Car seats for testing were provided by 

Comfort Motion Technology (CMT™).  CMT™ car seats automatically produce changes in the 

backrest, seat pan, and lumbar support positions.  Data were recorded at a rate of two frames/sec.  
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Tekscan Comformat™ pressure analysis software was manually started at the same time as the 

CMT™ car seat if the session was CMT™ condition in order to synchronize data collection to 

chair movements.   

Subjects viewed a simulated driving video for the three hour duration.  Shapes were 

overlaid on top of the driving video and subjects were required to record these shapes on a 

check-sheet to make sure they were attending to the driving video.  Failure to mark a required 

80% of the shapes would have resulted in the subject being released from the study; however, all 

subjects met the requirement. 

 

 2.4 Data analysis 

 The Conformat™ sensors are made up of 1,024 individual pressure-sensing locations, 

which are referred to as "sensing elements", or "sensels".  The sensels are arranged in rows and 

columns on the sensor.  The digital output of each sensel is divided into 256 increments, and 

displayed as a value (raw sum) in the range of 0 to 255 by the software.  The size of the sensor 

mat is 530 mm x 617 mm (20.9 in. x 24.3 in.).  The sensor is housed within a thin flexible cover 

made from Dartex, and the sensor tab is exposed.  The top row of the pressure data files on the 

seat pan mat and the bottom row of the backrest mat were removed from the data because those 

two parts of the pressure mats were normally pressurized from being in the crease of the car seat. 

 Variables were collected across six distinct 28 minute cycles and then averaged across 

these six cycles.  The variables that were acquired from the data are contact area, peak contact 

pressure, and force.  "Contact" means only those sensels that have some (greater than zero) 

pressure applied to them.  "Peak" means the small area (default size is 2x2 sensels) on the 
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pressure mats that contain the highest values of the selected property.  Each of the variables 

listed and described below were acquired from both the seat pan and backrest by separate mats: 

Contact Area:  Part of each pressure mat touching the body. 

Force:  A push on a pressure mat which causes a change in pressure. 

Peak Contact Pressure:  Highest pressure on the pressure mat, which is calculated using the 

force divided by contact area; highest value of all 2x2 sensels on a pressure mat. 

Variables mentioned above were exported from the Tekscan™ software for both the seat 

pan and backrest from each test session to be compared.  The seat pan variables from the 

standard condition were compared to the seat pan variables of the CMT™ condition.  The 

backrest variables from the standard condition were compared to the backrest variables of the 

CMT™ condition.   

 2.5 Statistical Analysis 

The entire three hour data set was entered into a custom written Matlab™ script.  The 

script split the data set into six cycles of 28 minutes of data.  The script did not include the final 

12 minutes of the three hour data set because an entire cycle is 28 minutes.  Data for each of the 

six cycles were averaged because there were no statistical differences across time in each 

separate condition.  Data were broken down into the 18 different phases of motion that occurs 

over 28-minute cycles.  The phases of motion are displayed in Appendix A.  Data were averaged 

across the three hour period for all subjects and compared between conditions. 

  A mixed model analysis was used to determine if there were significant differences 

between conditions or phases or an interaction effect of condition and phase with a significance 
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set at (α< 0.05).  The dependent variables were back force percent body weight (BFB), back 

contact area (BCA), back peak pressure (BPP), seat force percent body weight (SFB), seat 

contact area (SCA), and seat peak pressure (SPP).  The independent variables were condition 

(standard vs. CMT™), and phase (18 movement cycles).  A Tukey’s LSD test was used to find 

significant dependent variables in condition, phase, and condition x phase.  All statistical 

analyses were performed using SPSS™. 

3. Results 

The BFB (p< .001), BCA (p= .003), and SPP (p< .001) were found to be significantly 

higher in the CMT condition.  The BPP (p= .003) was found to be significantly lower in the 

CMT condition.  There were no significant differences found between conditions for SFB, or 

SCA.  No interaction was found between phases or condition x phase on any independent 

variables. 

Variable means and standard deviations are displayed in Table 1. 

-----------------------------------------------------Table 1------------------------------------------------------- 

 

4. Discussion 

 The purpose of the present study was to assess the pressure distribution responses to three 

hour seating bouts in a standard car seat condition compared to a Comfort Motion Technology™ 

(CMT) car seat condition.  In the present studies results, BFB was significantly higher in the 

CMT™ condition as compared to the standard seat condition.  Kolich et al. compared three 

different car seats in his study, and found that the car seat with a lower back force was more 

comfortable [13].  In the present study, the backrest and the seat pan forces were analyzed as 
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percentages of total weight bearing.  The percentages in the present study are based on the force 

in Newtons.  By basing the variable on Newtons, it was possible to use this variable to compare 

the back force variable used by Kolich et al. as they assessed the back force in Newtons [13].  

The BFB was significantly higher, but the BCA was also significantly higher.  This means that 

although force was higher, contact area was higher as well, which should cause little to no 

change in total back pressure.  It appears that total back pressure may not have been affected but 

it created a better environment for the back because it caused BPP to significantly decrease.  The 

decrease in BPP should be more comfortable as there are less pressure points on the back to 

cause discomfort. 

In the present study there was no statistical difference in SFB between conditions 

(CMT™ mean = 70.8%, standard mean = 69.4%).  Kolich et al. found that for increased comfort, 

seat force should be high [13].  This could be explained by the fact that the CMT™ condition is 

in the open position for a longer period of time (14 minutes) per cycle than in the closed position 

(6 minutes).  This causes body weight to shift toward the backrest for a longer duration each 

cycle, thereby placing more total force on the backrest.  Because the BFB is significantly higher, 

it was expected that SFB would have been significantly lower, but this was not the result.  A 

possible reason for this could be because of creep on the seat pan pressure mat.  Creep could 

have occurred because of the constant weighting and un-weighting of the pressure mat.  Since 

the pressure mats were not designed for the specific purpose of the study, and more for short 

bouts of pressure, this could have caused some error in the results. 

  In the present study, it was found that SPP is significantly higher in the CMT™ 

condition[13].  Kolich et al. found that for increased comfort, SPP should be high [15].  This was 

the only variable found to be in accordance with the findings by Kolich et al [13].  Kolich et al. 
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state that there should be no isolated high pressure points in contact regions on the seat pan other 

than the ischial tuberosities because it could impede blood flow and cause discomfort [13, 15].  

One possibility for why the SPP was significantly higher is as the front of the seat pan is 

declining, the contact area on the seat would be staying consistent and the SFB would be staying 

consistent but shifting proximally to the ischial tuberosities, thus increasing the peak pressure.  

This repositioning in SFB is caused by the front seat pan still being in contact with the distal 

thighs but with less force in that area, because the subjects feet placement keeps their legs in the 

same position while the seat pan moves down and away from the distal thighs.  This may create a 

possible posterior shift in the center of mass when the car seat is in the open position.  This could 

move the center of mass away from the distal thighs and more onto the ischial tuberosities where 

higher pressures are formed.  This cannot be confirmed, however, because that kinematic data 

was not collected. 

 In the present study, it was found that BCA is significantly higher in the CMT™ 

condition.  Results of the present study coincide with the results by Kyung et al. which showed 

that a higher BCA was helpful to increase sitting comfort [12].  The increase in BCA in the 

CMT™ condition was the result of being in the open position (14 minutes) for a longer period of 

time than in the closed position (6 minutes) per cycle.  This could also be due to the fact that the 

lumbar support is inflated for a longer period of time (18 minutes) than it is deflated (10 minutes) 

per cycle.  It is generally accepted that when there is an increase in contact area, comfort may be 

higher, indicating the CMT seat was more comfortable than the static condition. 

 Overall, two of the present studies variables, SPP and BCA, were in accordance with 

results found by Kolich et al. and Kyung et al. and suggest the CMT™ seating condition was 

more comfortable than a standard car seat [12, 13].  The other variables, SFB and BFB, were 
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either inconclusive or did not support the theory of increased comfort in the CMT™ seat [13].  

The longer amount of time in the open seat position caused the BFB to significantly increase, 

and the BCA to significantly increase.  The increases may not have affected total back pressure, 

but did make BPP significantly decrease, which is associated with an increase in comfort.  Also 

the SPP significantly increased, which could correlate with added comfort if this increase was at 

the ischial tuberosities.  In conclusion, the CMT™ car seat condition is more comfortable than 

the standard car seat condition.  The fact that variables are being compared between a moving 

car seat and a non-moving car seat may make the variables that correlate with added comfort 

different.  This is only one type of CMT™ condition being researched as well.  By changing the 

movement phases for the cycle and programming the car seat to be in the closed position for a 

longer period of time than the open position, even greater increases in comfort may be a 

possibility.   

 Directions for future studies may be directed toward a more thorough understanding of 

the correct amount of change in car seat angles between phases.  Also the timing between 

changes should be researched to understand if it should be longer or shorter time between car 

seat angle shifts.  It would be beneficial to research the pressure variable results when switching 

the amount of time the car seat is in the open position compared to the closed position per cycle.  

It may be helpful to track the amount of fidgeting movements that subjects are having during a 

long sitting task by assessing how often and to what degree there are pressure spikes on the car 

seats.  This could be a good discomfort indicator as well.  If it is assessed that more or less 

movement is apparent during a long sitting task when comparing a standard car seat condition to 

a CMT™ car seat condition, it could mean that a subject may be more or less comfortable. 
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 Limitations of this study include using a laboratory driving simulation that did not 

precisely replicate the experience of driving.  The lack of vibration, noise and other potential 

influences may have influenced the results of the present study in relation to the true driving 

experience. 
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                                                                                                                 Appendix A 

PHASES OF MOTION 

 
 

10-Way Seat Timing 

 

Duration: 28 minutes 

 00:00 Lumbar deflate 

 01:00 Lumbar inflate (HOME POSITION) 

 02:00 Seat moves toward ¼ open position 

 04:00 Seat moves toward ½ open position 

 06:00 Seat moves toward ¾ open position 

 07:00 Lumbar deflate  

 08:00 Seat moves to full open position 

 09:00 Lumbar inflate 

 10:00 Seat moves toward ¾ open position 

 12:00 Seat moves toward ½ open position 

 14:00 Seat moves toward ¼ open position 

 15:00 Lumbar deflate 

 16:00 Seat moves to full home position 

 17:00 Lumbar inflate (HOME POSITION) 

 22:00 Seat moves toward ½ closed position 

 23:00 Lumbar deflate 

 24:00 Seat moves to full closed position 

 26:00 Seat moves toward ½ closed position 

 28:00 Seat moves to beginning of next cycle (end of cycle, cycle repeats) 

 

 

Seat positions 

Open: Recline seat 5° and raise seat rear by 1° 

Close: Sit seat up 3° and raise seat front by 1° 

Lumbar Support Positions: 

 Inward: 20% extended 

 Outward: 70% extended
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Table 1:  Force and Pressure Distribution Variables 

Variable BPP(g/cm
2
) SPP(g/cm

2
) BCA(cm

2
) SCA(cm

2
) 

BFB(% Body 

Weight in N) 

SFB(% Body 

Weight in N) 

Standard 55.6+/-6.4 87.7+/-6.3 885.1+/-47.8 1494.1+/-53.7 24.7%+/-1.4% 69.4%+/-2.8% 

CMT 47.7+/-6.4* 97.8+/-6.3* 944.0+/-47.8* 1493.7+/-53.7 26.8%+/-1.4%* 70.8%+/-2.8% 
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Table 1 caption: 

Means +/- SD of standard and CMT variables. 

*Denotes statistically significant difference compared to standard condition  

Dependent variables are back peak pressure (BPP), seat peak pressure (SPP), back contact area 

(BCA), seat contact area (SCA), back force % body weight (BFB), and seat force % body weight 

(SFB).  Independent variables are standard seat condition and comfort motion technology 

(CMT)™ seat condition. The CMT™ car seat condition exhibited greater BCA (p= .003), less 

BPP (p=.003), greater SPP (p< .001), and greater BFB (p< .001) compared to the standard car 

seat condition.  There is no statistical difference in SCA or SFB.
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Relevance of finding statement 
 Pressure recordings to three hour seating bouts were assessed in a standard car seat 

condition compared to a CMT™ car seat condition.  The CMT™ car seat is more comfortable 

than the standard car seat condition.
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CHAPTER 5 
 

 

 

 

SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS 

 

SUMMARY 

 Many studies show that prolonged driving time increases the risk for discomfort [7, 8].  

Most interventions are introduced after an individual has been familiar with low back discomfort, 

whereas it is more important to halt the onset of low back discomfort before it begins.  The 

purpose of the present study was to assess the pressure distribution responses to three hour 

seating bouts in a standard car seat condition compared to a Comfort Motion Technology (CMT) 

car seat condition.  A CMT car seat can move the backrest, seat pan, and lumbar support all in 

continuous passive motion (CPM) cycles without the individual manually adjusting the seat.  

Twelve apparently healthy males between the ages of 19 and 36 (mean= 24.8+/-5.2) participated 

in the study.  Pressure distribution on the seat pan and backrest was assessed at different periods 
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of two sessions of three hour seating bouts in both a standard car seat condition and CMT car 

seat condition as an indicator of comfort.   

The results of this study reveal that the CMT condition has significantly higher BFB, 

BCA, and SPP.  The mean BPP was significantly lower in the CMT condition compared to the 

standard condition.  There were no significant effects found on SFB, or SCA between conditions.  

Kolich et al. reported that seat comfort was associated with lower back total force and higher seat 

peak pressure and seat total force [13].  Average SPP is higher in the CMT condition, which 

coincides with increased comfort found by Kolich et al [13].  Average SFB is not statistically 

significant (CMT mean = 70.8%, standard mean = 69.4%).  Results of the present study also 

coincide with the results by Kyung et al. which showed that a higher BCA was helpful to 

increase sitting comfort [12].  Although not all of Kolich’s criteria for increased seat comfort was 

met, direct comparison to data in the present study may not be entirely appropriate because the 

different motion cycles that the CMT car seats move through may have a positive impact on 

pain, numbness, and fatigue [7, 12]. 

 The only significant difference found in the seat pan was a higher average SPP in the 

CMT condition.  Elevated SPP is associated with increased comfort [13], so this finding supports 

the hypothesis that the CMT seat is more comfortable than the static condition.  There is no 

significant change in the SCA or the SFB, but the SPP is significantly higher which may be 

explained by a possible posterior shift in the center of mass when the car seat is in the open 

position.  This could move the center of mass away from the distal thighs and more onto the 

ischial tuberosities where higher pressures are formed.  This cannot be confirmed, however, 

because that kinematic data was not collected.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

Increasing comfort to drivers is very important in our society as many people use cars to 

travel and to commute to work.  If drivers would have more comfort, drivers could be more 

tolerant of driving.  It should be possible to increase sitting comfort by moving the body to 

different orientations periodically to facilitate variability of joint angles, muscular contractions, 

and soft tissue compression [7-9, 14, 40].  By decreasing the BPP and increasing the BCA, 

comfort on the back should increase.  Increasing the SPP should correlate with increased comfort 

if the increase is centered around the ischial tuberosities so that the surrounding tissues can 

effectively circulate blood and decrease numbness and fatigue [7, 12].  In conclusion, the CMT 

car seat condition is more comfortable than the standard car seat condition. 

Subjective questionnaire data would possibly help to give a better understanding of 

subject comfort along with the comfort variables for future studies.  Other studies used pressure 

variables to correlate with added comfort.  In this study, variables are being compared between a 

moving car seat and a non-moving car seat which may make the variables that correlate with 

added comfort under typical seating conditions different. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Directions for future studies may be directed toward a more thorough understanding of 

the correct amount of change in car seat angles between phases.  Also the timing between 

changes should be researched to understand if it should be longer or shorter time between car 

seat phase shifts. 

 It may be helpful to track the amount of fidgeting movements that subjects are having 

during a long sitting task by assessing how often and to what degree there are pressure spikes on 
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the car seats.  This could be a good discomfort indicator as well.  If it is assessed that more or 

less movement is apparent during a long sitting task when comparing a standard car seat to a 

CMT car seat, it could mean that a subject may be more or less comfortable.  

 The laboratory driving simulation did not precisely replicate the experience of driving.  

The lack of vibration, noise and other potential influences may have influenced the results of the 

present study in relation to the true driving experience.
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Appendix A 

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT 

INFORMED CONSENT 

 

Biomechanical and physiological changes associated with prolonged sitting in a Comfort Motion Technology 

automobile seat 

 

This is a scientific research study conducted by faculty of the School of Physical Education, Sport, and Exercise 

Science at Ball State University.  The purpose of the study is to assess the biomechanical, physiological, and 

subjective responses to prolonged sitting in a traditional car seat compared to a Comfort Motion Technology (CMT) 

car seat.  Long range travel by automobile produces several physical and psychological responses that may be 

detrimental to the health of the traveler.  Results of this study may provide valuable information regarding the risk of 

long-range travel, and may have financial implications for transport and tourism industries. 

All testing will be performed in the Biomechanics Laboratory at Ball State University where you will be required to 

come on two occasions, for a total time of 7 hours (approximately 3 ½ hours each time).  During your first visit, you 

will you will receive instruction about the data collection process and testing procedures and body weight and height 

will be recorded. 

 

Each testing session will begin with 20 minutes of semi-recumbent rest, after which a blood sample will be obtained 

from a vein in your arm. The total volume of blood drawn at each time point will be approximately 25 ml (less than 

2 tbsp).   Next, you will sit in a traditional car seat or a CMT model car seat for 3 hours. Each type of seat will be 

equipped with a special pressure sensing mat to record changes in weight distribution. While seated, you will be 

asked to view a simulated driving video. At the conclusion of the 3 hour sitting task, the second blood sample will 

be taken. You will also be asked to complete two questionnaires to assess fatigue and discomfort both before and 

after the driving video.  

 

This study will use standard biomechanical and physiological analysis techniques. All risks involved with the study 

are considered minimal, however, with long-term sitting there is potential for mild muscle or joint discomfort and 

risks of blood drawing include discomfort, bruising and, in rare instances, infection, lightheadedness, and fainting.  

Sterile procedures and trained personnel will be used to minimize discomfort and complications with obtaining the 

blood samples and you will be monitored at all times during testing sessions. 

Your participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw at any time for any reason without penalty 

or prejudice on the part of the investigator. Your results will be treated with strict confidentiality and your name will 

not be used in any presentation of the results from this study. At the conclusion of this study, you will be supplied 

with all pertinent results as well as a brief interpretation of those results.  Upon successful completion of both testing 
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sessions, you will also receive a $50 stipend.  Upon successful completion of the study, subjects will be reimbursed 

$50 for their participation time. The stipend will be prorated; with $10 paid upon completion of the first testing 

session and $40 paid upon completion of the second testing session. If you have any questions, either now or in the 

future, feel free to ask the investigator. 

 

For one’s rights as a research subject, the following person may be contacted: Coordinator of Research Compliance, 

Office of Academic Research and Sponsored Programs, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306, (765) 285-5070. 

 

Emergency medical treatment is available if you become injured or ill during your participation in this research 

project.  You will be responsible for the costs of any medical care that is provided.  It is understood that in the 

unlikely event of an injury or illness of any kind as a result of your participation in this research project that Ball 

State University, its agents, and employees will assume whatever responsibility is required by law.  If any injury or 

illness occurs in the course of your participation in this research project, please notify the principal investigator. 

 

INFORMED CONSENT 

 

Biomechanical and physiological changes associated with prolonged sitting in a Comfort Motion Technology 

automobile seat 

 

I __________________________________________ believe that I am in good physical condition and agree to 

participate in this research entitled “Biomechanical and physiological changes associated with prolonged sitting in a 

Comfort Motion Technology automobile seat” I have had the study explained to me and my questions have been 

answered to my satisfaction. I have read the description of this study and give my consent to participate. I 

understand that I will receive a copy of this consent form to keep for future reference. 

 

 

___________________________________________  

Participant Name (Please Print)  

 

___________________________________________   _______________  

Participant Signature        Date  

 

___________________________________________   _______________  

Witness Signature        Date  

 

___________________________________________   _______________  

Investigator Signature                      Date  
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Appendix B 

PHASES OF MOTION 

 
 

10-Way Seat Timing 

 

Duration: 28 minutes 

 00:00 Lumbar deflate 

 01:00 Lumbar inflate (HOME POSITION) 

 02:00 Seat moves toward ¼ open position 

 04:00 Seat moves toward ½ open position 

 06:00 Seat moves toward ¾ open position 

 07:00 Lumbar deflate  

 08:00 Seat moves to full open position 

 09:00 Lumbar inflate 

 10:00 Seat moves toward ¾ open position 

 12:00 Seat moves toward ½ open position 

 14:00 Seat moves toward ¼ open position 

 15:00 Lumbar deflate 

 16:00 Seat moves to full home position 

 17:00 Lumbar inflate (HOME POSITION) 

 22:00 Seat moves toward ½ closed position 

 23:00 Lumbar deflate 

 24:00 Seat moves to full closed position 

 26:00 Seat moves toward ½ closed position 

 28:00 Seat moves to beginning of next cycle (end of cycle, cycle repeats) 

 

 

Seat positions 

Open: Recline seat 5° and raise seat rear by 1° 

Close: Sit seat up 3° and raise seat front by 1° 

Lumbar Support Positions: 

 Inward: 20% extended 

 Outward: 70% extended
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Appendix C 

SHAPE CHECKSHEET 

 

Shape Check Sheet 
 

Subject ID:_________________ 

Date:__________________ 

 

Place a  in the appropriate box when a shape is seen.  Remember that all boxes will not be 

used. 

 
Arrow ()                     

 

Heart (♥)                    

 

Star ()                    

 

Rectangle (▀)                       

 

Diamond ()                    

 

Circle ()                    

 

 

Score______ 
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Appendix D 

INCLUSION CRITERIA 

 

 

INCLUSION CRITERIA 
 

Subject ID:_________________ 

Date:__________________ 

Instructions: Place a  in the appropriate box. 

 
              Yes       No 

Are you taking any weight loss supplements?      

Are you presently using tobacco products?                   

Are you presently on any type of medications?      

If yes, what:____________________ 

Do you have a history of heart disease?                        

Do you have a history of diabetes?         

Had food/drink other than water in past 12 hours?      

Had caffeine or nicotine in past 12 hours?                

Had alcohol in past 24 hours?                                       

Had fever or illness in past 7 days?                

Participated in exercise in last 12 hours?       


